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17 ßíÁ��¥ü½£ëcvÞ���Ã¡ëZ��x§.

IN THIS UNIT ...

• Describing people and things
• Colours and clothing

SHE LOOKS LIKE HER MOTHER.
In this unit we learn more about how to describe people and things, and also how to make

comparisons.

1 It seems/looks like ...

×é��¡ëZ��x§. ���̈¡ëZ��x§.

}¦s¦¡ëZ��x§. ¢ë]��¥ü½�pÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§.

����r�¥ü½	�pÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§. ��	�¥ü½��pÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§.
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ßíÁ��¥ü½£ëcvÞ���Ã¡ëZ��x§.

2 Clothing and Accessories I

���� pants, slacks q́PØIÄ glasses

áZû���� jeans ��¡ëT wallet, purse

	��� skirt @µ�+ñÀ�� necklace

$\q��� jacket ïÓ+ñÀ�� earrings

w�
�|� skirt ó��� ring

Â���"Oz� business shirt ��5� watch

��"Oz� T-shirt B��vøÀ underwear

���̈ (leather) shoes :GV¥ëR socks

H�½���� necktie :GVAµ� suit

u¦�� hat, cap ẃ�Aµ� Korean clothes

LANGUAGE NOTES

•$kz�P� refers only to the Korean traditional upper outer garment•,ê�- is a Sino-Korean
expression, meaningblue•ô6; = neck•�eBT� derives from the verb�eB-, to hang, and thus means
literally a hanger•ö¶; = inside• -õi; = set of clothes

3 Clothing and Accessories II

w��ë'N sweater ;FV¡ëT gloves

��µ�Ã jacket p¼¾¦ëR shoes

x¦!T/{כ|� coat, overcoat vë�>µ�È* sneakers

s�8Rw� dress ³ëdvÞ����� shorts

�Eá��w� one-piece dress 61ÂÔ underwear

���w� two-piece dress q�Aµ� school uniform

w�
�}� scarf �̈ßîÄAµ� swimming suit

LANGUAGE NOTES

• When referring to a coat, you say either�¡!e or�ØÈ� (not�¡!e�ØÈ�) in Korean•þmכª�<��U�
seems straightforward; also frequently used forshortsisºÿ���U� •z� inz�õi; is obviously from�ÈÑz�
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4 Action Verbs: Wearing Things, etc.

PUT ON ... TAKE OFF ...
ó̈Â- clothes

�#ú-
¤�- hat, glasses

p¼¾- footwear

�- necktie, scarf, necklace, earrings

LANGUAGE NOTES: Korean Verbs of ‘wearing’

• It would be useful to know at this stage that forºÿ�U� (ring) and�ç¡~m� (gloves), you use[�- (fit
in/into) in case of putting it on, andDg- (take out) in case of taking it off. Note also that withS�4�
(watch) you use	�- (attach, fasten on) and(Ë{- (take off).

• All the verbs in the list indicate the process of ‘putting on’ or ‘taking off’ something, and thus
you use them with the perfect tense marker -ë̂̈/-2�Ì/· · ·�ÿ� if you want to say that someone is/is
not wearing something (see Examples below). This is to indicate, as it were, that we are
describing the outcome of a process, rather than a state in itself. To say that someone was wearing
something at a point in time in the past, you use the perfect tense marker -ë̂̈/-2�Ì/· · ·�ÿ� twice (see
Examples below).

EXAMPLES

x¦£ò�vÞ�áZû����¥ü½ ó̈Â2�Ì#Tx§. He is wearing blue jeans today.

���ńP#T=VpÙ�³ëdvÞ�����¥ü½ ó̈Â2�Ì2�Ì#Tx§. But he was wearing shorts yesterday.

��9FVẃ�u¦��¥ü½<�Ì#Tx§. She is wearing a strange hat.

vë�>µ�È*¥ü½p¼¾2�Ì#Tx§. He’s wearing sneakers.

@µ�+ñÀ��pÙ� q́P�ÿ�#Tx§. She’s not wearing a necklace.

q́PØIÄ©÷��#ú2�Ì#Tx§. He’s taken off his glasses.

ó���¥ü½#U�N5�æIÌ#Tx§. She’s wearing several rings.

��{́���5�¥ü½ª"�#Tx§. He’s wearing an expensive watch.

5 Colours

M�ô/M�ôכëR colour, tint ��¤ë\- blue

��¥ë\- black z«?ÕºM�ô green

ØHÁ- black, blackish 8FSM�ô brown

�ì̈\- white È-M�ô grey

È�- white, whitish të�IßÁM�ô pink

±ëR¡ë\- red ?NÄ¡�M�ô pink

r�¤ë\- yellow x¦®Úõ��M�ô orange
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LANGUAGE NOTES

• #Tr� and�̈uÙ� both meanWhich ..., and are very close in meaning. We met#Tr� in the context
of#Tr�������6FS��<Vx§? (Which country does he come from?), and basically it asks the
listener to designate one of a number of alternatives – equivalent to the EnglishWhich one?. On
the other hand,�̈uÙ�, egu¦��pÙ� �̈uÙ�M�ô��<Vx§?, seeks a descriptive answer – equivalent to
What type of ...?.

• Verb stems ending in� (�©÷�) are irregular. If you want to say something is black, white, red,
etc, you ‘conjugate’ the verb as follows. (1) Drop the stem-final�, (2) change the vowela to
b, and (3) addx§. Thus,“The trousers are black”will be��������9�x§ in Korean. Note also
that when used as a modifier, (1) the stem-final� drop, and (2)� (��vÞ�) will be added. Thus,
‘black trousers’will be��ńP����.

• How do we use those colour terms ending in the expressionM�ô (colour)? As modifier, they will
simply be placed in front of the noun they modify. Elsewhere, they’ll be used with the verb��-
(is, are). Thus,‘a green hat’and“The hat is green”in Korean will bez«?ÕºM�ôu¦�� andu¦��pÙ�
z«?ÕºM�ô��<Vx§, respectively.

6 Some Description Verbs

3�Ñ- be young (animate, post adolescent)¡�- big

#T��- be young (animate, pre-adolescent)
���¡�- tall

£ò�2�Ì- be old (animate) ;FO- small

¢ëbë̂̈- be old (inanimate) 
���;FO- short (in height)

£ëcë̂̈- resemble/take after (in appearance)<W��- pretty

©ëRM�ûØIÌ- be handsome ��?Ù¾£ëT- beautiful

©ëRsøÀM�ûØIÌ- be ugly ³ëd- short (in length)

x¦8�½ì2�Ì- old-fashioned, timeworn (inanimate)¡óÀ- long

LANGUAGE NOTES

• Note that some of the verbs above, chiefly related to processes involving growth and the ageing
process, uniformly take the perfect tense markerë̂̈/2�Ì-/· · ·�ÿ�-. This is to indicate that we are
describing the outcome of a process, rather than a state in itself.

EXAMPLES

 ���6FSvÞ�£ò�2�Ì#Tx§. He’s old.

 �	�pÙ�¢ëbë̂̈#Tx§. The car’s old.

������©ëRM�ûØIÌ#Tx§! What a handsome (lit. well-shaped) child!

$\pÙ�Â�®"���!T��¥ü½£ëcë̂̈#Tx§. I’ve taken after my (maternal) grandfather.
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7 More Useful Expressions

ó̈Â#Tv¦- try on clothes ���EáB�v¦��- (looking) refreshing

ó̈Âq�����- go around wearing ¢ëR{¼õB�v¦��- (looking) slim

È*;FV©÷��- put on make-up 3�Ñ#Tv¦��- (looking) young

����q¼õ design �¾õq́PB�v¦��- (looking) comfortable

�̈¼Ô a pattern, figure ����- elegant

8 Making Comparisons: the Particlev¦��

When we want to compare things, eg A is better than B, we usev¦�� as follows.

A - �� B -v¦�� (�H)ª����x§.

EXAMPLES

±ëRj́PM�ô��të�IßÁM�ôv¦���Hª����x§. Red is better than pink.

����v¦��	������H<W,hx§. Skirts are prettier than trousers.

1ýÀ:FOṕPvÞ�����ṕPv¦����?Ù¾��ö�x§. Seorak-san is more beautiful thanJiri-san .

7���v¦���ṕP��
�x§. Busan is bigger than Daegu.

9 More about Negatives

We’ve already met the negative adverbq́P, which precedes the verb stem. This has another form:

• ¢ëR���� q́P�ö�x§. =¢ëR����E×¿�� ë̈a��x§.
• <���pÙ�3NÁ	�¥ü½ q́PÜí½#Tx§. =<���pÙ�3NÁ	�¥ü½Üí½�� ë̈a��x§.
• $\pÙ� q́P��x§. =$\pÙ����� ë̈a��x§.
• $\pÙ� q́P��Ã%Ì#Tx§. =$\pÙ����� ë̈aÃ%Ì#Tx§.
q́P VST and VST-�� ë̈a- are almost identical in meaning, though the VST-�� ë̈a- construction is

slightly more emphatic in effect.

10 It’s rather ...

Likewise, when we want to be less forthright we can say

... DVST - (x�)��¾õ��<Vx§. NOTE:�¾õ = side, aspect

EXAMPLES

��s���pÙ���~ÞÀẃ��¾õ��<Vx§. Sydney is on the warm side.

��3NÁ	�pÙ�D��9�vë��¾õ��<Vx§. This Gimchi’s rather hot.

���̈pÙ�
���yÙ��¾õ��<Vx§. Ji-su’s rather tall.

������ßíÁ��¥ü½ q́P£ëcvÞ��¾õ��<Vx§. The baby looks more like her father (than her mother).
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11 IT SEEMS AS IF ...

With Actions

When we are conjecturing about a state of affairs we can say

... AVST -


(x�)�
pÙ�

(x�)�

 -��Ã¡ëZ��x§.

NOTE: For completed actions, use AVST - (x�)�
��Ã¡ëZ��x§; for uncompleted actions, AVST -pÙ���Ã
¡ëZ��x§; for potential actions, AVST (x�)���Ã
¡ëZ��x§.

EXAMPLES

����vø���Ã¡ëZ��x§. It seems to have rained.

����x¦pÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§. It seems to be raining.

����©����Ã¡ëZ��x§. It seems as though it’s going to rain.

With Descriptions

When our conjecture involves description verbs, we can say

... DVST -

 (x�)�
(x�)�

 ��Ã¡ëZ��x§.

NOTE: to refer to past or on-going experience, use
-(x�)���Ã¡ëZ��x§; when conjecturing what
something/someone might be like, use -(x�)���Ã
¡ëZ��x§.

EXAMPLES

��3NÁ	�pÙ�D��9�vë���Ã¡ëZ��x§. This Gimchi seems a little bit hot.

��3NÁ	�pÙ�D��9�©����Ã¡ëZ��x§. This Gimchi may be a little bit hot.

������D��yÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§ The trousers seem a little bit big.

������D��Fò���Ã¡ëZ��x§. The trousers may be a little bit big.

With the verbs: ��-/����- and ó̈Ì-/2�×-

Note that��-,����-, ó̈Ì- and2�×- combine with��Ã¡ëZ��x§ as follows.��-
����-

 becomes either

q¼õ��Ã¡ëZ��x§��k¼¾��Ã¡ëZ��x§

 or

 ó̈À��Ã¡ëZ��x§.
��¢óÀ��Ã¡ëZ��x§.


 ó̈Ì-
2�×-

 becomes either

 ó̈ÌpÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§2�×pÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§

 or

 ó̈Ì©÷���Ã¡ëZ��x§.
2�×©÷���Ã¡ëZ��x§.


EXAMPLES

q�:GV��q¼õ��Ã¡ëZ��x§. It looks like a cat.

q�:GV��ó̈À��Ã¡ëZ��x§. It’ll be a cat, I guess.

5�����k¼¾��Ã¡ëZ��x§. It doesn’t look like a dog.

5�����¢óÀ��Ã¡ëZ��x§. It doesn’t look as though it’ll be a dog.

 ���6FSvÞ�qø���2�×pÙ���Ã¡ëZ��x§. He/She seems to have no money.

x¦£ò�vÞ���j́P��D�� ó̈Ì©÷���Ã¡ëZ��x§. It looks as though I’ll have time today.
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